From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 24, 2008 11:46 AM
To: 'Neil Gevisser'; rhymedisease.com@gmail.com
Subject: FW: When you let people treat you like an ant... "Revolution Serfs Up"

Neil,
We were making space in Gary and Marie’s storage unit and came across this filing that Gary had done on your behalf, but wasn’t sure if there had been any follow up.

Cheers,
Adam

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Friday, May 02, 2008 2:46 PM
To: 'Neil Gevisser'
Subject: RE: When you let people treat you like an ant you become an ant

Neil,

While you are thinking, I thought I might share with you a little bit of information about my family and why diamond currency is so close to home.

In the late 1980s my aunt and uncle began making trips to South Africa and returning with souvenirs and photos of them on safari. I didn’t think much of it at the time as I was still a child and very much focused on myself. It wasn’t until a few years ago that I learned the true nature of these South African “vacations”.

Cheers,
Adam
While discussing my uncle’s business, I found out that my uncle’s successful plastic bag manufacturing company had a rather large kick start from a silent South African business partner whom contributed some $2 million dollars seed capital to their fledgling business thanks to my uncle’s official partner, a Jewish Iranian business who was put in contact with this money laundering South African investor via family his family in Iran.

Needless to say, my family was not very happy when I decided to air their dirty laundry back in November of last year; to the extent that my mother contacted my ex-wife to “warn” me that my family was trying to get me arrested, and then when I inquired to the validity of my ex-wife’s claims, my mother sent me a carefully worded email attempting to incriminate me by implying that I was trying to blackmail them.

Counter to my conditioning, I have learned to listen to people’s actions and inactions instead of their choice of words.

Gary has told me of your time in solitary confinement while serving in the South African army, as well as your poetry book that forced your exile.

I wanted to also share with you an excerpt from a recent email that Gary sent a local Brazilian acquaintance:

Philippe – I doubt Adam L. Tucker has shared with you the email address of his latest Brazilian lady friend, but I think if I asked him no more than 20 times he would have you communicate with her to have you simply ask her what she thinks if she were a member of the Mossad and found out that De Beers played a pivotal role in the financing-arming of Hitler’s Nazi Germany that resulted in the brutal extermination of some 6 million of the best of the best Jewish people who along with their offspring are not around to add to the competitive pressures in all the market places including Funeral Directors who market all sorts of trinkets in addition to coffins, would she bother with starting her own currency printing press like the US mint or folks like the north Koreans who have the identical intaglio machines or simply have one of the Mossad’s very hot looking “hookers” visit say with my buddy, Client #9 and find a way of communicating to Mr. Eliot Ness, no strike that, Mr. Eliot Spitzer Esq., former Attorney General of New York State and the immediate past Governor of New York State, that not only the Mossad but the entire Israel Defense Force must get without having to beg, let alone borrow and/or steal all the intelligence and weapon systems to defend itself against the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel and all it’s satellite states such as the United States of America’s Government, as well as, of course, make up for the wholesale slaughter of some 6 million of my Jewish brothers and sisters, which I think you would agree Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein explains all very well in his most fascinating, non-fiction novel, The Diamond Invention, very specifically Chapter 9, DIAMONDS FOR HITLER which I am sure you have heard of before and if not click hyperlink below?


I hope this finds you well,
Adam L Tucker
Adam, let me get back to you in a few days. Ironically I have a T-shirt company that I am only now starting to get off the ground and have just World-wide Trademarked the name RHYME DISEASE. Check my web-site www.rhymedisease.com. 
Speak soon..see what we can do.
Neil Gevisser

On Thu, May 1, 2008 at 4:38 PM, Adam L Tucker <adam@just3ants.com> wrote:

Neil,

Your brother Gary mentioned that you have an ant book which he wasn't sure had been published. I thought if you had drawings I might be able to use them in the design of t-shirts that I am thinking about for just3ants.com. Would you be interested in working with me as I want to take charge of selling t-shirts in order to get my basic needs met. Currently, I am unemployed but with the recent visit by the FBI investigating this Israeli Military Intelligence Report which I have posted up on just3ants.com along as well as on other message boards like Chevron on Yahoo's message boards we are getting a whole lot of attention. just3ants.com alone this past month got almost a 1022 unique visitors from 40 different countries around the world.

Thank you for your time,

Adam L Tucker